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USPA NEWS - Lewis Hamilton won the 2014 Italian Grand Prix with Nico Rosberg second, achieving the team´s seventh 1-2 finish.
Lewis took his sixth win of the season, driving a great race to recover from a slow start that saw him drop to P4.

Nico took the lead on lap one and held it before a mistake into turn one allowed Lewis to regain the lead on lap 29. Both drivers ran the
same strategy, starting on the medium tyres and pitting one lap apart on lap 24 (Nico) and lap 25 (Lewis) to change to the hard tyres
and race to the end. The 1-2 finish represents the seventh this season; only three seasons in Formula One history have seen seven or
more 1-2 finishes from a team.The team now have a lead of 182 points in the Constructors´ Championship (454 points in total) with
both drivers 50 points or more ahead of third place in the Drivers´ Championship. All of the top four and seven of the top ten today are
powered by Mercedes-Benz Hybrid Power

Lewis Hamilton - Firstly it was amazing to see the straight completely filled with fans from the podium today. You make this race and
thank you so much for your support! Big congratulations to the team for our performance this weekend. We said we wanted a one-two
and we got it today“Ž; this result is important for everyone.“Ž It was a difficult race for me though. The launch sequence didn't engage
properly for the formation lap and then again for the start“Ž.

I tried to pull away as fast as possible, basically I just floored it and hoped for the best! Fortunately I didn't lose too many places“Ž and
was able to get past Kevin, then have a good battle with Felipe. When I closed up to Nico, I didn't want to hold back as the car felt
good and I knew from experience that the only chance would be at the start of the stint when the tyres were fresh so I went for it. “ŽI'm
really pleased with the win, it's feels like I have some momentum back as we go into the final races“Ž.

Nico Rosberg - Lewis was quicker this weekend, so he deserved the win. That for sure is very disappointing for me. I had a lock up in
Turn One and I decided to go straight to avoid a flat spotted tyre. That cost me the lead. But he was very quick behind me, so I had to
push all the time. But I need to see the positive things from today. Second place is still good and I lost only seven points to Lewis, so
this could have been much worse. It´s also a great result for the team, the first 1-2 since Austria.

So I´m happy for everybody in our team and I have to thank everyone again for this great Silver Arrow. We were the strongest team at
this unique circuit. The Tifosi created a great atmosphere for us on the podium; it was all red all the way down the straight. That was
great to see. Now I look forward to Singapore, I like the track and I have great memories from last year.

Toto Wolff - Lewis had fantastic pace this weekend and his qualifying lap laid the basis for his win. He was in a league of his own this
afternoon in terms of speed but it wasn´t an easy race for him after the problems at the start. But he stayed calm, took his opportunities
and delivered the goods. Nico also drove a strong race and took a good second place. It´s fantastic to take our seventh one-two of the
season, we have been waiting a while for this one. Well done to everybody at Brackley for a job well done ““ and I´d like to give a
special mention to the boys and girls at Brixworth; it´s pretty special when you see your Power Unit take a one-two-three-four finish at
Monza!

Paddy Lowe - It was fantastic to score another one-two finish again. There was a lot of expectation because of the long gap since we
last did it in Austria, even though the car has had the potential to do so. It wasn´t an easy race, though. The first stress point came
when we had to change Lewis´ front wing after it sustained slight damage on the grid. Then at the race start, Lewis´ systems for the
start would not engage the correct mode, which meant he had the wrong engine settings and lost three positions off the line.

He did a great job to recover, and pulled off a very classy pass on Massa into the first chicane. He had the better pace overall today
and closed in on Nico, until Nico´s mistake in Turn One. We had briefed both drivers to take the long route if they made a mistake
under braking, rather than locking up and trying to make the corner. This was because a flat spot could have severely compromised
the one-stop strategy, so Nico did absolutely the right thing ““ but it also cost him the lead. Overall, a great team result; congratulations
to everybody back at base who worked so hard to make it happen and to both drivers for two very strong performances after our
difficult race in Spa.
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